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ChatGPT on JustMySocks network

Short summary:

Great news! Starting from April 12, 2023, ChatGPT access is now available. And, as of June 2,

iOS ChatGPT app is also unblocked.

Shadowsocks servers (s1, s2): As of May 3, 2023, you now have full ChatGPT functionality.

v2ray servers (s3, s4, s5, s801): You have full ChatGPT functionality, with the following

caveats:

If you're using a Proxy app (such as v2rayN-core), then no additional con�guration is

necessary, it should 'just work'.

If you're using a VPN app (usually the case on mobile devices) for v2ray connections, then

you may have to enable the following settings in the app settings in order for ChatGPT to

work:

    "Enable tra�c sni�ng"

    "Append HTTP Proxy to VPN"

    "Override Destination"

We have tested the above settings successfully in apps: v2rayNG, NekoBox, SagerNet.

If none of these settings work, then please set the following VPN DNS entry: 172.31.255.2.

Shadowrocket on iOS does not require any additional con�guration and will work out of the

box with default settings.

More details:

We understand how crucial it is to have access to ChatGPT nowadays. Lately, connecting to

OpenAI servers from our network and many other datacenters/hosting providers has been

increasingly di�cult. It's disheartening that a company aiming to help people is limiting

access to such a valuable tool. They might be facing abuse, but simply blocking numerous

providers isn't the right solution, especially given their mission.

You might have noticed that we've been tackling this issue for some time now. We made

every e�ort to contact OpenAI through various channels in hopes of �nding a resolution,

but sadly, we received no response.

Despite this setback, we've been working tirelessly on our own workaround, which was

launched on April 12. We're very happy with its performance so far and are closely

monitoring the network to ensure good performance, and we're ready to take further

action if necessary.
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Parts of this message have been written with the help of ChatGPT.

Related Articles

 What is Freedom server (s801)?

Freedom server o�ers more data transfer, depending on current multiplier. This server o�ers...

 About Just My Socks

Abuse and Legal We process abuse and legal requests via the contact form: link. Please submit...

 Which server IP should I use?

Hong Kong In Hong Kong, all 5 IPs have the same routing: Outbound (from us to you): CN2 GIA for...

 Terms of Service

Terms of Service and Acceptable Use Policy Support All our services are strictly self-managed....

 Supported protocols: TCP or UDP?

Tokyo, Hong Kong, London and Los Angeles locations v2ray: UDP is currently not supported by...
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